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Representations in popular culture have a tendency to configure women as gentler by nature, 

as caring nurturers, whose physiological predisposition to take care of others is antecedent to 

any external intervention of cultural norms and practices that mould them into that shape. The 

imagined constant of the female constitution is believed to find its highest possible level of 

expression in motherhood, a state of being to which a set of regulatory traits are attributed that 

include unconditional love, abnegation, selflessness and self-sacrifice, in the name of children 

and family. This view, challenged from many quarters because it is considered limiting, and 

reflective of the oppression and control exercised on women by the patriarchal order, continues 

however to chime with the most prevalent popular discourses on gender.1 

The mere observation of reality, however, reveals a more complex picture of 

femalehood and motherhood, and evidence of deviation from this reassuring (stereo)type. The 

association between women and violence appears in an increasing variety of permutations in 

media reports. Here, in addition to the ‘traditional’ scenarios, where women are placed at the 

receiving end of episodes of aggression (familial abuses, harassments, sexual crimes, and even 

murders), occurrences of a less customary figure are claiming a space: that of the female – 

often a mother – who is herself responsible for inflicting harm.2 A similar articulation of this 

aspect of female experience is found in literary fiction and TV narratives. Stories featuring 

characters of ‘mothers who damage’ – through forms of abuse or neglect that go from minor 

to severe – reflect a growing public concern for behavioural dynamics which are universally 

considered as uncharacteristic, hence dysfunctional and profoundly disconcerting, but 

simultaneously enable readers and viewers to exorcise those concerns, and the disturbance they 

encode, by situating them in a textual or televisual elsewhere.   

This chapter analyses the representation of three ‘atypical’ mother figures in several 

contemporary European, female-authored novels, published between 2001 and 2014. We take 

‘atypical’ as an operative definition to signify mothers whose behaviour does not seem to 

conform with the socially constructed, culturally transmitted and collectively understood 

models, and commit – or are considered to have committed – acts that can be generically 
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defined as violent, usually affecting and causing damage to children. To clarify the terms of 

these behavioural models, we will refer to some indicative criminological and philosophical 

positions that have addressed and problematized the question of gender(ed) violence. It is our 

contention that narrative fiction, with its mass reach, can contribute to the deconstruction of 

the fixed paradigms that continue to be in place in the categorization and evaluation of female 

behaviour and, through its contribution, can support positive cultural and social changes. Crime 

fiction is an especially effective tool for this purpose: its popular appeal makes it one of the 

primary sources through which the general public get their ideas about crime in society;3 and, 

its facility for interpreting and giving a voice to social and cultural discomfort renders it capable 

of expressing dissent and triggering in its audiences an appetite for change.4 It is a fact that 

authors of fiction find inspiration for stories, situations, and characters in real life events, and 

that they are attuned to the debates that take place amongst practitioners – of law, criminal 

justice, or criminology – to which they refer in the name of factual accuracy and authenticity. 

We want to argue that this should not be considered as one-way traffic, and that the potential 

of fiction to support practitioners, as well as the general public, in their understanding of 

offenders and their crimes, should not be underestimated or underexploited.5 Fiction can help 

us understand actual experience, bringing to the fore a range of factors that go beyond the 

criminal act itself, enabling a greater appreciation of what shapes crime and criminal justice, 

and a better understanding of perpetrators. Popular representations of crime, and discourses 

about crime that can be found in novels – or on TV, or in new media – raise a number of 

relevant ethical and philosophical issues that have wider resonance, because of their bigger 

audience, than academic criminology. Because of this, they are useful to society at large.6  

Fictional representations of women's problematic relations to motherhood arising from 

and/or triggering forms of domestic violence can induce a reflection on established cultural 

expectations of 'proper' maternal behaviours, on the assumption that women have chief 

responsibility for child rearing and wellbeing, and they alone are to blame if anything goes 

wrong. Observing how the problematic relation to motherhood is expressed in narrative fiction 

offers a wider span of examples of women's agency in situations of violence within the family 

(specifically against children), which go beyond entrenched stereotypes of the violent mother 

as 'mad' or solely as reacting to victimisation. This underlines the suitability of narrative fiction 

as a reliable partner for all those disciplines in the social sciences that are concerned with 

understanding the dynamics of social relations, and with removing inequalities that develop 

from the unequal distribution of power and influence. In the specific context of motherhood, 

this synergy facilitates a repositioning of the question of what a mother is (or should be), away 
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from outdated gender essentialist positions, and into a space where individual experiences can 

be interpreted free from prejudicial premises and clichés. 

 

 

Can women and mothers really be bad? From positivist criminology and 

intersectionality, to narrative fiction. 

 

 

The dominant and widely shared assumptions on gender and motherhood that set the 

parameters within which female and motherly behaviour could be expressed – with the 

endorsement of various theoretical frameworks – have for a long time prevented an 

understanding of the phenomenon of maternal violence beyond a summary moral judgement, 

condemnation, denial, or the unleashing of social panic. The idea that women are not capable 

of being inherently violent was curiously shared by the traditional criminologists of the early 

20th century and later by some feminist scholars, albeit the premises leading to that conclusion 

were radically different. The idea of the positivist (and male) criminologists in the late 1800s 

and early 1900s that crime was gender specific, almost an epiphenomenon of maleness, 

contributed to the creation of a taxonomy of criminal ability in which women occupied the 

lower rungs. The works of Lombroso and Thomas affirmed the view that the capacity for 

criminal acts was physiologically irreconcilable with females, for reasons that included the fact 

that their brain, being smaller, was prone to psychological disturbances and dysfunctions, but 

not to wilful acts of violence. In combination with genetic predisposition, they argued, cultural 

conditioning contributed to rendering the female accustomed to behaving in a tame, gentle 

manner, hence less likely to offend.7 The view from the social sciences chimed with Freud’s 

psychodynamic theory of female delinquency, which was also being developed at that time.8 

Female offending was limited to crimes of the ‘hidden’ kind, and either went undetected, or 

was dealt with more leniently by a justice system blinded by preconceptions about women’s 

intrinsic incapacity to commit crimes.9  

Feminist criminology from the 1970s has shifted the debate away from the axioms of 

genetic determinism, problematizing these assumptions. Radical feminist scholars 

acknowledge that women can be violent, but ascribe this to a reaction to the systemic 

oppression that they suffer at the hand of patriarchal structures: in a context where they have 

little or no power, women find in violence an instrument of defence, and a survival strategy.10 

The fact that their violence can be directed towards their children, it is argued, demonstrates 
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that motherhood too is experienced by women as a colony of patriarchal power, as an 

institution, whose potential for empowering is reduced or suppressed.11  

The challenge to the axiom of the innateness of the maternal instinct, and the belief that 

it is subject to societal pressures and expectations of role allocation, has demanded a 

reconceptualisation of the notion of the ‘natural’ aspect of maternal behaviour. This is what the 

works of authors such as Nancy Chodorow and Elisabeth Badinter have done, problematizing 

the concept of motherhood, focussing on the spectrum of its nuances, and developing the 

propositions that Simone De Beauvoir had expressed, with devastating poignancy, in her essays 

and in her novels thirty years earlier.12 The assumption that the interests of mothers should 

always and automatically coincide with those of her children also comes under scrutiny, urging 

a consideration that a mother’s feelings towards her children could be affected by some degree 

of ambivalence.13 Work carried out from the early 2000s advocates an interdisciplinary 

approach that would include consideration of social pressures as well as the psychological and 

subjective factors that influence choices and behaviours.14 Such an 'intersectional'15 approach 

reconciles different, hitherto neglected and seemingly contradictory 'points of intersection'16 in 

women's – and mothers' – experience of violence, admitting the possibility that they can be, in 

the same context, both victims and willing perpetrators.  It can account for the mobility of role 

positions and agency of women in the domestic environment; and it can explain why, forced 

to play the rules of the game, women may be victims in one situation (for example in relation 

to their partners or to the broader social structures), but turn into victimiser in relation to weaker 

elements, in primis their children.17 In our context the intersectional analysis of female violence 

highlights three key theoretical issues that merit scrutiny: firstly, the differences within the 

categories of 'women' and 'mothers', which posit that there is no universal womanhood or 

natural way of mothering; secondly, the multiplicity of female identity, which subsumes 

different, and oftentimes contradictory elements such as being a victim, a survivor and a 

victimiser; and finally the question of power, and the need to conceptualise it not only in terms 

of gender relations, but also in its mobilization through other channels, which produce complex 

systems of oppression activated even within the category of 'woman' itself.18  

Similar issues emerge from the contemporary psychoanalytic perspectives, which seek 

to emphasise the interaction between psychological factors, cultural representations and the 

social management of motherhood, and focus on understanding maternal development 

('maternal individuation') instead of looking at the relationship between mother and child from 

the standpoint of the latter, as traditional psychoanalysis has tended to do.19 This framework 

offers a way out of the 'impossible maternal ideals',20 which can generate in mothers resentment 
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towards children, violence and abuse, and redefines maternal ambivalence so that a mother can 

discover 'ways of mothering which are congruent with her particular capacities and desires, 

rather than measuring herself against maternal mythologies.'21  

Whilst these debates animate discussion, and lead to paradigm-shifting discoveries in 

academic circles, however, they have had limited impact on societal attitudes with regard to 

what motherhood is, or should be. It is possible to argue that traditional gender stereotypes 

remain pervasive in public opinion, and continue to influence the way in which much popular 

culture represent women and mothers: still, in their essence, partners, mothers, and nurturers. 

Against this background of traditional wisdom, women in general – and mothers in particular 

– who do not conform to the iconic model, who transgress from the norm by displaying 

behaviour which reveals signs of aggression or violence are still considered an aberrant 

ontological and social anomaly.25 Their actions become the subject of extensive coverage and 

in-depth analysis in old and new media, generating attention that amplifies the natural shock 

that reasonably follows an act of violence, with the extra ignominy of the gender factor. But 

attempts to explain behaviour that is irreconcilable with expectations, and with the canonical 

gender stereotypes, usually results in the creation of yet more stereotypes. Violent female 

behaviour continues to be understood mostly as an effect of persistent victimisation, and non-

standard, violent mothers continue to be framed in legal and public discourses into two 

additional dominant categories besides that of victim: ‘mad’ or ‘bad’.22 This is a reductionist 

view that effectively diminishes women’s responsibility and culpability as individuals, whilst 

at the same time limiting their agency, and their level of control over their own lives.   

Current data from the UK and the EU confirms that women are statistically less likely 

to commit crime than men, and that they constitute a very small proportion of the prison 

population.23 Their crimes tend to be less serious, ‘victimless’ (such as fraud, theft, drug 

related), and receive more lenient sentences, normally alternative to custody in prison.24 While 

data confirm the accuracy of the findings of earlier scholars — from Lombroso to Pollak — , 

reported above, it is women who are statistically more likely to harm their children, through 

cruelty or neglect.25 Often the harm remains hidden, and it is discovered only when external 

bodies detect its signs.26 Where arrests and convictions occur, gender bias in sentencing 

continues to be detected.27  But maternal violence carries hefty social and personal costs: it is 

extensive, and has a significant social impact, including financial costs and cumulative 

developmental consequences for the victims. 28  

In considering a body of fictional works in which the experiences of atypical mothers 

are represented, we have identified and selected a number of instances worth investigating 
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which, in terms of genre, fall under the subgenre of 'psychological thriller' and, more 

specifically, 'domestic noir'.29 The novels come from three different European cultures, and 

were published between the end of the 20th century and the present. In our first example, 

maternal violence is inspired by a sense of justice: the mother acts against her own child to 

protect society from the danger the child is considered to pose. This is what happens in Laura 

Grimaldi’s Suspicion (2003 [1996]), a novella in which the protagonist kills her son, whom she 

believes to be a serial killer, ostensibly to stop him causing further harm to society.30 In our 

second text, Véronique Olmi’s Beside the Sea (2010 [2003]), the protagonist is a mother 

defeated by life, who kills her children as an act of mercy aimed at protecting them from the 

even worse harm that life itself would inflict on them.31 Our final instance, Clare Mackintosh’s 

I Let you Go (2014), presents a perceptive study of gender violence, maternal guilt and grief, 

through a case of motherhood denied.32 All three stories foreground a dysfunctional familial 

dimension, in particular the relationship of the female protagonist to her (male) children, paying 

attention to the introspective element, and to the psychological investigation, which claims a 

privileged place in the architecture of the narrative. All three authors engage in a radical act of 

exposure (in I Let You Go) or subversion (in Suspicion and Beside the Sea) of culturally and 

socially accepted givens – especially those concerned with the enactment of maternal love, the 

representation of the mother-child bond and woman's agency and responsibility towards her 

children in violent households – exploding myths and exposing wounds in the process.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Saving the world from the child, or the child from the world – Laura Grimaldi’s Suspicion 

(2003 [1996]) and Véronique Olmi’s Beside the Sea (2010 [2003]) 

 

 

Both Suspicion and Beside the Sea portray mothers who are isolated, and who, relying only on 

themselves as trustworthy interlocutors, design a route to conflict resolution that requires the 

murder of their own offspring. Both appear to be variants of the model of mother labelled in 

psychoanalysis as ‘fusional’, and identified by the inability to accept the natural evolution in 

her relationship with her child, including acceptance of the child’s right to its own individual 
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existence.33 Grimaldi’s protagonist Matilde Monterispoli, a woman whose sense of self-worth 

has always been a function of the men in her life (her late father and husband, and her son 

Enea), fits the model of the over-indulgent fusional mother. She is herself constructed as a 

signifier of passivity, lack and absence, dispensing affection sparingly, and only as a way of 

compensating for her own need to be mothered. The unnamed mother in Olmi’s novel, 

conversely, appears to reify the phallic mother model – ostensibly empowered beyond what 

her natural role and function would allow, until the paroxystic climax in which she claims the 

right to decide that her children should not continue to live. No space for father figures is 

allowed in either of the narratives other than a conjectural, and minimal, extradiegetic one: this 

means that no rational counterpoint to the irrational and destructive agency of the mothers 

enacted in the stories is provided in the texts, which therefore appear to posit the latter, rather 

unequivocally, as a site of negativity and destruction. It is our contention, however, that whilst 

appearing to ‘toe the line of patriarchy’, the texts problematize a set of long established cultural 

givens, exposing the inadequacies of the conventional psychodynamic paradigm – whose 

uncontested application they indeed resist – and introducing subversive elements that erode the 

foundations of primary socio-cultural axioms. 

Laura Grimaldi’s Suspicion was inspired by one of the most disconcerting criminal 

cases in recent Italian history: the case of the ‘Monster of Florence’, the serial killer (or gang) 

who terrorized Florence and its environs for a period of seventeen years, between 1968 and 

1985. As a journalist, Grimaldi had written extensively on the case; and as a crime fiction 

expert, she had cooperated with the police in their efforts to build a criminal profile of the 

perpetrator(s), who remained at large.34 Suspicion sets the events against a clearly recognizable 

spatial, temporal and cultural background, but narrates them from an alternative perspective, 

replacing the official police or media narratives, to which audiences had become accustomed, 

with the intimate, private point of view from inside a family. This, together with the core theme 

of the novel, which is the protagonist’s suspicion that the Florence serial killer could be her 

own son, and the plan she designs to stop his murderous streak, creates a powerful effect of 

estrangement and generates expectations in readers acquainted with the original events, who 

could reasonably hope for some exceptional reveal from an author known to be reliably 

informed. Except that the power and appeal of the novel is not so much in the prospect of a 

disclosure of the identity of the monster, nor in the confirmation that Matilde’s own 

investigative skills – inspired by that infallible gift that is maternal intuition – are more resource 

efficient and effective than those deployed in police operations. It resides instead in the 

suggestion that the act of destroying her only son is the protagonist’s first ever chance to assert 
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her own agency – a chance that is cynically demeaned in the narrative through two essential 

developments. Firstly, the killing happens by stealth: having decided that her son must die, 

Matilde does not commit the murder herself, but only makes a minimal move that facilitates it. 

She tampers with his daily insulin injection, so that his death is effectively a suicide. As a result, 

her agency is defused by its reliance on an additional actor to realise its goal. Secondly, her 

dignity and value as the dispenser of justice is destroyed by the realisation that she had misread 

the signs of her son’s culpability, and that his death was in vain, as he had no part in the 

Florence murders.    

Contrary to the temporal, spatial and cultural anchoring provided in Suspicion, Beside 

the Sea denies the reader any connection with a recognisable backdrop, refraining even from 

naming the protagonist. The mother retrospectively narrates the story of a trip to a seaside resort 

with her two boys, aged nine and five. A holiday out of season and out of character (‘We'd 

never been away for a holiday, never left the city, and suddenly life felt new, my stomach was 

in knots, […]  but I did my best, yes really my best, so the kids didn't notice anything. I wanted 

us to set off totally believing in it.’, p.10, our emphasis) which, despite the narrator’s best efforts 

(or perhaps precisely because of them), raises the suspicion both of the children and of the 

readers from the outset. The journey begins in the night-time (‘so no one would see us’, p.9) 

on an old, noisy and unheated bus, on its last run of the day. Their destination is a coastal town 

plagued by constant rain, where the hostility of the wet and cold weather is mirrored by the 

inhospitable dinginess of their hotel accommodation, by the unfriendliness of the people with 

whom they get in contact, and by the ominous paucity of their means of support. Their entire 

resources consist in loose change, which the mother keeps in a tin, and which is enough to buy 

the children hot chocolate and chips for dinner, and to pay for a few rides at the funfair. After 

the money has run out, the reader gets the sense that time also is running out for the family, a 

sensation heightened by the protagonist’s inability to conceptualise it. She struggles with the 

idea of time as a shared system of reference (‘Hard to believe it’s exactly the same time for 

everyone at the same moment’, p.77), she cannot account for her past, nor does she demonstrate 

a systematic understanding of the present. The narrative offers no memories of the mother’s 

life before the events she narrates (‘I am not used to memories’, she says; and ‘memories don’t 

always help’, p. 99), with the exception of vague recollections of her father singing to her when 

she was a child, of social workers appointed to look after her case, and of the doctor’s surgeries 

where she got her prescriptions. The absence of a defined background, and the availability of 

such sparse and random glimpses into the narrator’s past, prevents the reader from making 

definite assumptions about her character and her fractured state of mind, and from anticipating 
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the possible course of her actions. A similar effect is achieved by the protagonist’s 

understanding of the present, which is entirely subjective and unreliable: she seeks imaginary 

spaces where she can retreat, subtracting herself from the real world and its rhythms (‘I waited 

in all that bustle, that turmoil, that rushing, trying to find a quiet corner to lay my eyes […] and 

eventually I found it: up in the sky there was a big wheel full of whoops and screams, I settled 

on that and didn’t let go’, p.82). She repeatedly wonders what time it is, offering only the rain, 

the cold, darkness and mud as potential points of reference, confounding the readers, and 

rendering their efforts to give the events narrated some order, a place along an objective 

chronological scale, entirely futile. In jarring contrast to her indeterminacy, the pragmatism of 

the children, who worry about the repercussion of this unauthorised absence from school, and 

about souvenirs to take back to the teachers, provides a tenuous link with normality, with 

common sense, and safety, which tragically snaps in the final pages of the novel. After 

preparing them for the night (‘because at night there’s a special preparation, like before a 

journey’, p. 91) and tucking them into bed, the protagonist smothers them with a pillow, one 

after the other. She hopes that in death they will be together, but observing their dead bodies, 

facing away from each other, she realises that ‘[t]hey weren’t joined together in death, they had 

lost each other there’ (p. 105). And her scream at this realisation concludes the novel. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The ‘dysfunctional mother’ as a useful scapegoat: psychosocial myths, responsibility and 

guilt in Clare Mackintosh’s I Let you Go (2014). 

 

 

 

Clare Mackintosh’s I Let You Go provides a complex reflection on guilt with relation to the 

(impossible) ‘myth of motherhood’. Deeply engrained in Western public discourse, this model 

has engendered dangerous expectations towards mothers as well as perverse blaming 

mechanisms, which easily turn into self-blame, feelings of inadequacy and pain.35 The weight 

of responsibility, however, is rarely accompanied by an increase in power within the family, 

but is generally paired with public scrutiny and hasty judgement.36 
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This complex interplay is fictionalised by Mackintosh's novel, which explores the 

psychosocial pressures on a(n abused) woman's identity and agency when her motherly 

function becomes erroneously over-emphasised and the burden of responsibility becomes 

unbearable. The story is told by different, alternating voices offering fragments of facts 

presented from different perspectives that, taken together, enable the reader to reconstruct the 

full set of events. A short extradiegetic prologue introduces the case of a terrible hit-and-run, 

from which the narrative unfolds. The victim, a four-year-old boy, is left to die in his mother’s 

arms. The investigation into the accident is carried out by a team led by DI Ray Stevens, the 

main focaliser of the sections narrating the police enquiry. Interestingly, and in line with the 

typical traits of domestic noir, besides following the investigation, the procedural sections 

linger on the details of DI Stevens' personal and family life: his midlife crisis, a difficult 

relationship with his teenage son – whom Stevens realises he does not know at all – and with 

his wife, a frustrated stay-at-home mum who resents her husband’s total absorption with his 

job. Most of the novel is focused on the autodiegetic narrative of the female protagonist, Jenna, 

who, following a traumatic personal experience decides to escape to an isolated cottage in 

Wales to start over, reinventing herself with a new job and a very private life. Readers link 

Jenna to the hit-and-run of the incipit, and assume her narrative to be that of  the grief stricken 

single mother of the dead boy. This assumption lasts until the police pay her a visit to her 

hideout in Wales, when Jenna’s relation to the accident is revealed: she is not Jacob's mother, 

but the driver of the car that killed him. At this climactic point, a third, autodiegetic, narrator 

is introduced who, through long analeptic segments interspersed in the text, fills the gaps in 

Jenna’s past that the narrative had left out, and adds a further perspective on the events.  The 

perspective is that of Ian, Jenna's abusive estranged husband, who in a narrative directly 

addressed at his wife reveals the physical and psychological violence he inflicted on her, which 

culminated in a ferocious beating that caused the death of their unborn son. Progressively the 

character of Jenna transitions from that of a woman who killed someone’s child, to a victim 

who has herself suffered the death of her own child. 

In this novel the analysis of motherhood – or, rather, its violent impairment – and the 

way in which issues of blame and guilt related to mothering are dealt with, is significant. Jenna 

recognises the blame and guilt for what has happened to Jacob right from the start. Readers are 

induced to accept such feelings of guilt, and to understand the public vilification to which Jenna 

is subjected, apparently for not taking enough care of her son, for not preventing his death. This 

perception is in line with Western myths of motherhood, built on the belief that it is natural for 

mothers to love their children, to take care of them and, most poignantly, feel responsible for 
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what happens to them. Linked to these cultural assumptions is a socially-constructed set of 

prescriptions on how women ought to behave.37 And when a mother does not conform to this 

ideal, society feels free to criticise and reproach her, adding to her own tangled feelings of guilt 

and self-blame. On her bus journey to her refuge in Wales, Jenna is troubled by the image of 

the young boy whose death she could not prevent: ‘A woman sits next to me. She opens her 

newspaper and suddenly it feels as though someone is pressing on my chest. Jacob's face stares 

at me; bruised eyes rebuking me for not protecting him, for letting him die’ (p. 15). Readers 

are made to feel what Jenna is feeling, and to share the view expressed by the woman on the 

bus, who apportions the blame for the accident equally between the reckless driver and the 

careless mother: ‘Terrible, isn't it [...] Driving off like that without stopping [...] Mind you, [...] 

five years old. What kind of mother allows a child that age to cross a road on his own?’ (p. 16).  

The novel also introduces a series of additional issues that become closely intertwined: 

beyond the presumed maternal negligence, we see the aggravating factors of single 

motherhood, and of 'foreignness'. The readiness to blame the dead boy’s mother for letting go 

of her son’s hand at the point of crossing the road – which Jenna’s legal team try to use as a 

factor to mitigate against Jenna’s guilt as a presumed killer by dangerous driving – is reported 

in the novel as coming from all quarters. This is intensified when the identity and personal 

circumstances of the dead boy’s real mother are fully revealed: a single parent, whose child 

was the result of a casual relationship, and a Polish immigrant. The reproach that comes from 

the public is shared by the young Polish mother herself, who considers herself deserving of the 

tragedy that has befallen her. In an intensely focalised segment, readers are told that ‘[w]hen 

Jacob was killed she felt it was her punishment for not telling [her parents].  [S]he's carrying 

around a lot of guilt over the whole thing' (p. 187).  

When Jenna's own personal circumstances emerge, blame and guilt thicken and stratify, 

and she, too, has to face adverse reactions from multiple quarters: the angry protesters waiting 

for her outside of court; the people in the small Welsh village; and the police, stunned by her 

lack of emotion and trying to provoke her out of her apparent impassiveness (‘It must have 

been tough for you [...] living with what you'd done’, p. 178).Except that Jenna’s confession 

after her arrest does not convince them, and further investigation uncovers the real dynamics 

of the events, and the real identity of the driver, exonerating Jenna from the crime.   

The narrative suggests that punishment for a crime she had not committed was for Jenna 

a preferable option to being free, but placed again at the mercy of a dangerously violent 

husband. However, a close reading of the novel reveals the complexity of Jenna's guilt, 

suggesting that her confession is, more poignantly, a form of self-punishment for the loss of 
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her child. In an entirely familiar psychological process blurring the boundaries between the 

statuses of victim and perpetrator, Jenna convinces herself that in the death of her son she is 

guilty by joint enterprise: had she not provoked Ian he would not have kicked her in the 

stomach, killing their unborn child: ‘all I could think of was that if I hadn't burnt that shirt, Ben 

would still be alive’ (p. 338). Jenna gives birth to a stillborn child, her body bears the marks of 

motherhood, even if she is denied the actual possibility of mothering. Motherhood becomes a 

strong part of Jenna's identification: ‘I think of my son; […]; of the ache in my womb that has 

never left. I think there should be a word for a mother with no children; for a woman bereft of 

the baby that would have made her whole’ (p. 314). Not having the strength to leave her abusive 

husband adds to the unbearable sense of guilt and self-blame – all the more disabling as it is 

endorsed by society. 

At the end of the novel, the question of female agency appears further problematised.  

On the one hand the protagonist realises that she has found the strength to fight back against 

domestic violence: ‘I have spent most of my adult life hiding; running; being afraid, and now, 

as I'm feeling safe, he has come back to take it away from me. I will not let him. [...] And I 

don't run. I have run enough from him’ (p. 358). In the concluding pages of the novel, their 

final fight ends with Ian falling off a cliff, presumably to his death, which marks the end of 

Jenna’s oppression.  On the other hand, society again denies her agency, thus also showing that 

institutional and private justice do not necessarily coincide: to protect her, and spare her further 

suffering, the police decide to file Ian's death as an accident. Merciful as this act may seem, 

honourable as far as our instinctive idea of justice is concerned, and in line with the observed 

practices of institutional leniency towards women, it annuls Jenna's active role in killing the 

man, her autonomous decision of fighting back, and thus public acknowledgement of her free 

and empowering choice. 

 

What makes a mother a ‘bad mother’ 

 

The novels analysed in this chapter leave the reader to ponder on a wide range of issues beyond 

the crime they place at the core of their plots.  Foremost of these is the nexus between the 

justice sought or obtained, for different reasons, by the protagonists – which would appear to 

validate the destructive power of human obsessions and well-established social myths and 

expectations – and justice in the statutory sense – which would call for exemplar retribution in 

all their cases. The novels stage different articulations of problematized motherhood, showing 

mothers who have abdicated appropriate parental responsibilities and have withdrawn into a 
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microcosm of their creation. The resultant distortion between external and internal realities 

offers a painful insight into the human condition and into the life of these female protagonists, 

who are profoundly lonely, deserted by those around them, and by society.  

In Suspicion and Beside the Sea it is not the murders that are the most tragic event, 

rather the mise en scène of the tragic dynamics at work within the reputedly 'safe' microcosm 

of the family, and the victims left in their trail.38 The two mothers ostensibly act like the 

insidious Mother Goddess, the reification of the tragic archetype of Medea: they kill their 

children so that they can reclaim the control that they deem to have lost. Rather than a form of 

empowerment, however, murder is an act of desperation, performed to rescue themselves and 

their children from the inevitable suffering they consider that the world is going to inflict on 

them all. These mothers ultimately fall out of the ‘mad’ or ‘victim’ stereotypes, providing 

interesting case studies for the analysis of motherly behaviours which escape deeply entrenched 

– but limited and limiting – social assumptions, and myths of tame motherly love. I Let You 

Go shows yet another facet of the complex performance of motherhood, which is linked with 

a different kind of crime. Isolated like Olmi's unnamed mother and Grimaldi's Matilde, and 

withdrawn into the comfortable lies of a narration built to escape a reality that has become 

unbearable, Jenna's story too calls for a reflection on the issue of victimhood and victimisation, 

without reducing it to a blanket justification for female violence and ‘unmotherly behaviour’.  

By presenting the reader with different, complicated expressions of feelings of blame, 

guilt and responsibility linked with motherhood, the novels succeed in problematizing the 

socio-cultural status quo, exploring the overwhelming pressure of social expectations on 

mothers, and the social dysfunctions that can prevent a serene experience of motherhood. And 

by representing women who, in the end, reclaim ownership of their own narratives, the three 

novels make the reader stare at the kind of devastation that can occur when women attempt to 

resolve the tension between female agency, motherhood and victimhood without an open and 

equanimous cultural context to support them in this process.  
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